
Wetherby Run May 8th 2016 

Quiz Answers 

Q1).What is the minimum legal tyre tread depth for Motorcycles over 49cc? 

A1). 1m.m. over 3/4 of the width and the complete circumference  

Q2). How often should you make a visual inspection of your vehicles tyres? 

A2). Before each ride 

Q3). What is the recommendation regarding maintaining the correct tyre pressures. 

A3). Tyres should be kept inflated to within 10% of manufacturers recommendations 

Q4). A pelican crossing that crosses the road in a STRAIGHT line and has a central island 
must be treated as: - a) two separate crossing; b) one complete crossing; c) one crossing 
in daylight only; d) two crossings during darkness?  

A4).       b) 

Q5). You wish to overtake a long, slow moving vehicle on a busy road. You should: - a) 
follow it closely and keep moving out to see the road ahead; b) flash your headlights for 
the oncoming traffic to give way c) keep well back until you can see that it is clear; d) flash 
your headlights for the oncoming traffic to give way? 

A5).      c) 

Q6). Yellow lines painted across the road on the approach to roundabouts are to: - a) help 
you choose the correct lane; b) help you keep the correct separation distance; c) make 
you aware of your speed; d) tell you the distance to the roundabout? 

A6).      c) 

Q7). At a toucan crossing:- a) there is a continuously flashing amber beacon; b) you only 
stop if someone is waiting to cross; c) cyclists are not permitted; d) there is no flashing 
amber light? 

A7).     d) 

Q8). Identify these signs: - (write answers in box below sign). 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

A8a) T Junction with priority 
over vehicles from right 

A8b) Parking place for 
solo motorcycles 

A8c) End of controlled 
parking zone 

Q9). What is the speed limit for goods vehicles (more than 7.5 tonnes maximum laden 
weight) in England and Wales on a dual carriageway? 

A9).  60 m.p.h. 

Q10). Why would someone flash their headlights at you? 

A10). To warn you of their presence. 

 


